Thursday Notice

Students of the Week

Ivor – Achiever – Striving for competence

Jasmine – for mature leadership and teamwork

Calendar

Term 4 - 2014

Week 3

Wednesday 22\textsuperscript{nd} October  Public Speaking Final

Week 4

Monday 27\textsuperscript{th} – 31\textsuperscript{st} October Bookfair – School library

Welcome back

Welcome back to term 4. I hope everyone had a restful and fun holiday. Thanks to all our parents and students who came along on the first day of the holidays to our working bee. The grounds look great with the new wooden walk area around the tree and the veggie garden has mulch around the ground cover. The concrete area has been gurneyed and the new sinks in the Diamonds and sapphire rooms have been finished. The front garden looks fabulous. Thanks everyone. I had a great day.

Welcome to Mrs Noble who is working with the Diamonds this term. There seems to be a bit of excitement coming from that room with two cute little chickens and an interesting blue bird.

I’m sure we will have a great term where we will all remember our important rules of being Respectful, Responsible, Caring Achievers.
P&C Meeting tonight at 5pm

Bookfair

Week 4

Book fair will be visiting our library in week 4. This year is a receiving year where at our presentation night Santa will be giving a book present to each child. Something to think about and perhaps plan.

PBL

Positive Behaviour for Learning

This term we are explicitly teaching our Gems how to be ‘Achievers’. We are learning to:

‘Have a go and learn from your mistakes.’

‘Nobody’s perfect at everything.’

‘Contribute your ideas.’

‘Strive for competence.’

‘Have confidence in your abilities.’

Kindergarten & Year 2 Orientation

Welcome to our preschool students who are attending our school every Wednesday this term. Welcome also to our year 2 students who are coming up to the Opal’s room. We are getting used to the dynamics of the class

Opals room

This week Opals are handing in contract 26 for homework.

This term we will be looking and learning about Celebrations around the world, their meaning, symbols and origins. We will also take the chance to incorporate some of their customs in our art and craft activities and maths and science with cooking.

During our P.D. lessons we will be discussing Child Protection recognising different types of abuse, how to avoid uncomfortable situations using protective strategies and learning to take control of their actions in relationships.

Michelle Stroud-Watts
Principal

Diamonds Class

Many thanks to the mums & dads who have popped in to say hello and for their warm welcome, looking forward to contributing to this wonderful community.

Kind Regards
Jenny Noble